
How Scholarcy can help students with essay-writing and revision: 

Essay-writing 
Generates a background reading list from any research paper or book chapter to give you more 
insight into the subject, reinforce your knowledge and demonstrate further research in your essay. 
Scholarcy links to all sources referenced in the article or book. Just click on these to view the full text of the source 
or click on the ‘Scholarcy Findings’ button to generate a quick summary of any referenced material. 
 

Generates an interactive bibliography from any paper or chapter that you can export into Zotero. 
Referencing is time-consuming and often gets left until the last minute, but with Scholarcy you can export your 
summary flashcards plus all their references into your favourite reference manager. So, no more last-minute 
searching for sources to reference, or manually adding references to your bibliography! 
 

Works with mind-mapping tools to reinforce your knowledge of a subject and help structure your essay. 
Create mind maps from your Summary Flashcards to help structure your essay by exporting them to Markdown 
format and importing into your favourite ‘second brain’ tools such as Obsidian, Roam and Notion.  
 

Helps you with critical analysis. 
Scholarcy’s new Comparative Analysis feature shows how a study builds on, confirms, or contrasts with previous 
work, and even provides links so you can check and cite. Use this information to help decide what to include in 
your essay. 

 
Revision 
Builds you a personal revision library throughout the semester. 
Keep on top of your reading and build your own revision library by importing papers and chapters into Scholarcy 
throughout the semester. You’ll quickly build up a searchable collection of Summary Flashcards complete with 
references that you can easily categorise and refer to at any time to quickly refresh your memory. 
 

Automatically highlights the important facts, claims, findings, and limitations. 
Scholarcy gives you the top 5 learning points from the text to help you remember what’s important. Our Robo-
highlighter also scans each section of the paper or chapter and highlights key statements for your revision. 
 

Don’t waste time re-reading less relevant papers or chapters when it comes to revising. 
By importing all the articles and chapters from your reading list throughout the semester, you’ll not only be able 
to quickly refresh your memory of these by reading your Summary Flashcards, you’ll also be able to quickly remind 
yourself of the texts that are most important to your revision and not waste time re-reading less relevant 
material.  
 

Make and save your notes on papers and chapters within Scholarcy Library and export these with your 
summaries when you come to revise. 
Scholarcy lets you export your annotated Summary Flashcards to Word to use as part of your revision notes.  
 

Easily compare collections of articles or chapters by exporting your Summary Flashcards to Excel. 
Select any number of summary flashcards, export to Excel and get a side-by-side comparison of the main findings, 
author contributions, results etc. 
 

Share your libraries and notes with friends or revision group 


